
Message  To  Mankind 
16 December 2023 
 
Previous messages for mankind from The Committee were popular, and    ̶if the several recent 
requests I’ve gotten are a good indication  ̶  remain so. I recall they were numbered, now just 
identified by date. Oh, and line numbered, also. ☺ 
 
============================================================================= 
 
“Greetings Earth travelers, a pleasure to make your presence, a thing which operates on Earth 1 

as it does in Heaven. Wait….Earth is Heaven, haven’t we just explained this? So might see you all 2 

the similarities, commonality and overlaps, but simultaneously also do you not.  3 

 4 

Life as a human aboard Earth is a visit to the movie house, theater, opera, rock concert, recital, 5 

graduation and inauguration ceremony all lumped together, surrounded by elaborate stage 6 

decorations where events take place, but your back is turned to most of them, most of the time.  7 

 8 

What show, scene or episode now plays on Earth? 9 

 10 

Around yourselves you may and should look, for much news of what transpires any and 11 

everywhere can flood your mind, as would a broken dam and burst reservoir inundate the land, 12 

with equal or even greater quantities of mud mixed in. 13 

 14 

Our message this visit, is human mud. 15 

 16 

Denouncing Israelis is easy, accurate justification can be cherry picked with ease from the 17 

Middle East mess.  18 

 19 

Denouncing Arab Palestinians is easy, accurate justification can be cherry picked from the 20 

Middle East mess. 21 

 22 

Is it right to criticize either or both sides of this mess? Or is it wrong? 23 

 24 

Our view of human conflict, of human mud we see mixed in with all things, as applicable to this 25 

current example and all before it, we offer. 26 

 27 

Too many humans have availed themselves of current floods of information with a view to 28 

excluding the unpleasant. Humans have always sought to exclude what is unpleasant. Your life 29 

aboard Earth is pursuit of good avoidance of bad. 30 

 31 

Who determines for you but you, what bad means to you?   32 

 33 

At the point in life when such streetcorner is approached, one may continue straight, turn left or 34 

right or even risk a violent encounter with a vehicle, a meeting surely to cause more harm to 35 

you than the conveyance which strikes your body. 36 

 37 

The many of you venture into the street either unaware or sometimes defiantly unprepared, 38 

convinced that your preferences shall automatically accompany you and extend into the 39 

roadway, the relative safety of the sidewalk, the pavement or the lay-by. These mental shields 40 



are labeled trigger warnings, divisiveness and inclusion. The proper human English words for 41 

these concepts are, respectively, intolerance, intolerance and intolerance.  42 

 43 

Humans have attempted to extend, insert & inject physical fear into mental fear. In Heaven, 44 

these two things, mental & physical fear, are the same thus almost completely non-existent, but 45 

on Earth operate in the case of every human and animal.  46 

 47 

Mental fears are now hatched without physical risk; this is done to manipulate you.  48 

 49 

Your reactions to nearly all things you encounter, as participant or observer, are learned. Just as 50 

you cannot remember the process of learning to understand the spoken word directed at you, 51 

but you remember you always have, most learning of reactions is likewise not recalled.  52 

 53 

From the set of reactions humans teach, learn and offer to one another with regularity, your 54 

manipulators massage their message to specific purpose, objective & ends, which is to control 55 

you to their benefit.       56 

 57 

A recent USA president declared that for one new regulation to be imposed, the price would be 58 

elimination of two existing.  59 

 60 

The price you should charge for giving belief to new information, is your doubt of two others. 61 

 62 

When an appointed official working for an elected one offers, orders or commands a thing, 63 

obedience should be considered only after picking apart two seemingly unrelated items for 64 

possible inconsistencies, even if none appear.   65 

 66 

Allow us an example, relevant to residents of the European Union but representative of all 67 

humans. 68 

 69 

A significant former member nation, Great Britain, recently quit. If you remember the event, 70 

you recall the forecasts of effects to follow. Have these predictions played out as offered six and 71 

seven years ago? 72 

 73 

The forty fifth USA president was to destroy his nation, as a tool of the Russian Federation. 74 

Removed from office in an electoral coup d’etat, the ruination has come afterwards, if the 75 

current condition of the nation is compared to six and seven years ago. Reconsider the 76 

predictions offered seven and eught years ago, against subsequent evidence. 77 

 78 

What you like, prefer and enjoy are good, these amount to what you like, prefer and enjoy. 79 

What about what another person likes, prefers and enjoys if that is not your liking, preference 80 

and enjoyment?  81 

 82 

The Communist Manipulation Model of class conflict was used to good effect to launder the 83 

minds of the Russian population, which was at the time poised to embark upon an economic 84 

expansion similar to what had recently developed and continued flourishing in the Uniteds, 85 

both States and Kingdom. Half a century later, the same putrid recipe was used again in the 86 

Caribbean to dismantle a nation which had already traveled well into its development and 87 

emergence as an economic success. 88 

 89 



The absence of social classes in the USA, weighed against other ripe opportunities such as the 90 

aforementioned Russia but also China and several southeast Asian nations, turned manipulators 91 

away from the big prize, for a time. 92 

 93 

Their gaze is fixed now solidly upon it and has been for decades. The slow growth of mould, 94 

bacteria and slime produced, are now rising to the surface, to both the delight and dismay of 95 

many people.  96 

 97 

The method is more insidious, slow acting yet more effective also.  98 

 99 

The engineers of this process are ignorant of the end to come for their experiment and must be, 100 

in order for the process to remain effective and vibrant, which it most certainly is. 101 

 102 

The masters of said social engineers are well aware of what is happening, the beginnings of The 103 

Shift now underway. Powerless are they to alter what shall come, truly fearful are they, over the 104 

looming loss of position, power and control. 105 

 106 

Their drugs and paraphernalia are about to be taken away; knowing this end will come has 107 

caused the hidden, controlling powers to increase consumption of their narcotic, not attempt to 108 

wean themselves off their mental thus physical dependence upon it. 109 

 110 

Awareness lifts. You are risen. 111 

 112 

Be well one and all, and do return.”   113 


